Lenovo

Safeguarding Global Deployments
with SAP® MaxAttention™
Quick facts
Industry
High tech
Revenue
US$16.6 billion
Employees
22,200
Principal Locations
Beijing; Morrisville, North Carolina;
Singapore
Web Site
www.lenovo.com
SAP® Solutions and Services
SAP® MaxAttention™ services, SAP
Business Suite software
Implementation Partner
SAP Active Global Support organization

Lenovo is a multinational computer
company that expanded its global
footprint exponentially by acquiring
IBM’s PC division. When the company implemented SAP® Business
Suite software to standardize international operations and help retire
legacy systems, Lenovo also chose
SAP MaxAttention™ services to
manage risk proactively and help
ensure success during each stage
of its global deployments. As a result its rollouts are routinely on time
and within budget.
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Key Challenges
• Support a global business transformation
and retire legacy systems
•	Ensure that rollouts are on time, within
budget, and meet established
requirements
•	Mitigate technical risks and avoid business
disruptions
•	Effectively manage existing complexity of
a diverse software landscape
• Help build expertise of internal IT team

Why SAP Was Selected
•	Unmatched experience with SAP
solutions
•	Expertise in interface assessment,
performance projection, and system
optimization
•	Availability of global resources
• Customizable and long-term service
engagement model

Implementation Best Practices
•	Leveraged SAP® MaxAttention™ services
for the entire project lifecycle
•	Enabled knowledge transfer to Lenovo
staff
•	Developed a long-term relationship with
the SAP Services organization
•	Established effective governance model

Low Total Cost of Ownership
•	Achieved project objectives on time and
within budget
•	Reduced IT costs while improving support
of 24x7 mission-critical operations
•	Retired multiple legacy systems – eliminating associated leasing costs
•	Improved system performance and reduced size and growth rate of databases

Financial and Strategic Benefits
•	Enabled proactive risk management
•	Established a standardized and comprehensive business solution platform in
more than 100 countries
•	Gained greater agility and flexibility for
supporting new business strategies
•	Established a world-class IT organization

Operational Benefits
Key Performance Indicator
IT spend as a percentage of revenue

Impact
-50%

Improved efficiency in key	Up to 80%
processes
Database size

-30%

Database growth rate

-32%

Cost of leasing legacy systems
to date

-60%

“With SAP MaxAttention we receive expert services that are tailored to our needs.
This support has helped us ensure smoother global rollouts by mitigating
technical risks and minimizing business disruptions.”

www.sap.com /contactsap

Xiaoyu Liu, GM of Global Application Development, CIO/BT Organization; VP, Lenovo Group

Growth Through Acquisition
Demands Global Transformation

for example, the SAP team performed
technical integration checks and interface
management optimization in the realizaOnce based solely in China, Lenovo is
tion phase, volume test optimization in the
one of the world’s largest makers of
testing phase, and going-live checks. It
personal computers. Today the company also provided extensive postproduction
operates in six continents and markets a support.
full line of computers to both consumers
and businesses.
Reduced Risk and Improved
Lenovo’s global footprint expanded
significantly in 2005 when it acquired
IBM’s PC manufacturing division. After
the acquisition, the company wanted to
integrate operations quickly and enable
a new strategy for its worldwide business. It chose SAP® Business Suite
software to establish a centralized
business platform that could ultimately
support all its subsidiaries. This largescale project affected operations
around the world.
Lenovo had specific objectives for its
global rollouts: establish end-to-end
business processes, simplify complex
system landscapes, and ensure business
continuity. And all while delivering the
projects on time and within budget. To
help ensure success, Lenovo decided
to work with the SAP Active Global Support (SAP AGS) organization and leverage a full portfolio of SAP MaxAttention™
services.

Protection for the Project Lifecycle
Lenovo chose services from SAP AGS
for several reasons. Chief among them
was the group’s unmatched experience
with large implementations, its knowledge of different geographies, and its
expertise in mitigating risk in all phases
of a project. During the Lenovo rollouts,

Performance

Lenovo’s Asia-Pacific rollout provides a
good example of the effectiveness of the
SAP MaxAttention services. A performance issue with SAP NetWeaver®
Process Integration technology and existing SAP systems threatened a delay in the
project’s schedule. Lenovo and SAP
experts set up a war room to deal with the
problem. Holistic system health checks
identified the root cause and the team
developed a customized closed-loop corrective action. The successful resolution
not only restored system stability, it also
boosted performance 1200%.
By managing risk proactively and resolving
technical issues quickly, SAP MaxAttention
services helped Lenovo complete its global rollouts on time and within budget.
Establishing a standardized business platform around the world has enabled the
company to improve the efficiency of key
business processes up to 80%, while eliminating the need to lease legacy systems at
many former IBM locations. In addition,
Lenovo has optimized other system
resources as well – such as reducing both
the size and growth rate of its databases
by around 30%.
“SAP MaxAttention has also been instrumental in helping our own IT group provide effective support to the global busi-
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ness,” says Xiaoyu Liu, GM of global
application development at the CIO/BT
organization and VP at Lenovo Group.
“In the past, the group had limited
capability for delivering global business
systems, but working closely with the
SAP experts has helped build internal
skills.” Now, Lenovo utilizes a three-tier
staffing model. The company’s IT staff
forms the core, reinforced by local vendors who perform custom development
and SAP MaxAttention services that
provide experts and key support. Today,
Lenovo has reduced its cost of IT (as a
percentage of revenue) by 50%.

A Long-Term Partnership
Lenovo has rolled out the SAP solutions in more than 100 countries so far,
and the company expects to manage
all of its worldwide operations with
integrated SAP software by 2012. With
a long-term engagement agreement in
place, SAP MaxAttention will continue
to play a major role in future projects by
minimizing risk and maximizing results.

